
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Hoshino Resorts Press Release 

 
HOSHINOYA Tokyo (Otemachi, Tokyo) 

Edo-Tokyo Sake at One-night Two-day Program  

"Tokyo SAKE Stay"  
 

HOSHINOYA Tokyo, the city's first luxury ryokan, is offering "Tokyo SAKE Stay", a one-night two-day stay 

program through which guests can enjoy the wide-ranging appeal of Edo-Tokyo sake, starting from 

December 1st, 2019, to February 29th, 2020. This program will not only allow guests to taste sake fresh 

from Toshimaya Corporation, an old sake brewery from Tokyo, but also enjoy in various ways, such as by 

warming their bodies in a bath, enjoying the sake together with meals, and sake tasting. Hoshino Resorts 

wants even those who are unfamiliar with sake to feel the deep flavor of sake itself and the hidden charm of 

local sake in Tokyo. 

The goal of  "Tokyo SAKE Stay" 

Domestic shipments of sake exceeded 1,700,000 kiloliters a year in 1973, its heyday, but it has decreased 

to about 500,000 kiloliters in recent years. HOSHINOYA Tokyo wants its guests to see the breadth of sake 

and rediscover its charm by providing a new way of enjoying sake in accordance with the present times, 

based on the methods of using sake which people living in the town of Edo had incorporated into their lives. 

Ryota Aoki, who is leading the world of Japanese ceramics with his young sensibility, Dmitry Bulakh, a 

Russian sake sommelier who continues to propose new possibilities of sake, and Noriyuki Hamada, the 

Executive Chef in HOSHINOYA Tokyo, will collaborate centering on the sake from Toshimaya Corporation, 

the oldest sake brewery in Tokyo, founded in 1596 on the banks of the former Kamakura River, close to 

HOSHINOYA Tokyo. 
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3 Things to Enjoy at "Tokyo SAKE Stay" 

 

1. Sake from Toshimaya Corporation, the oldest sake brewery in Tokyo. 

In this program, sake and sake lees from Toshimaya Corporation, located in 

Kanda, Tokyo, are used as welcome drinks, in the sake bath in the guest 

rooms, the sake tasting lesson, and during dinner and breakfast. Toshimaya 

Corporation, which has continued its work for about 400 years, since before the 

establishment of the Edo Shogunate, brewed and sold "white sake" made from 

glutinous rice and malted rice fermented using mirin on the banks of the former 

Kamakura River, near Otemachi, where HOSHINOYA Tokyo now stands. It is 

also said to be the origin of izakaya, because it started offering snacks which 

go well with sake in a corner of the store. Toshimaya Corporation still brews 

more than 40 types of Edo-Tokyo local sake in a brewery in Higashimurayama 

using water for fermentation which comes from wells. 

 

 

2. Meals which combine rich Japanese ingredients with the flavor of sake 

Hoshino Resorts has prepared a dinner and breakfast designed for this 

program by Noriyuki Hamada, the Executive Chef of HOSHINOYA Tokyo. 

Dinner is a delicious hot-pot dish prepared by Hamada, who is proficient in the 

taste of fish, with soup stock in which sake is used, centering on vegetables 

and marine products, including anglerfish, whose season is winter. Sake which 

goes well with the taste of the stock flavored by the ingredients and the special 

dipping sauce made from anglerfish liver will also be served. The pots and 

sake cups used for dinner were custom-made by ceramicist Ryota Aoki in 

accordance with the special hot-pot dish Hamada makes. 

  The next morning, a special breakfast that is gentle on the body will be 

offered, with fish pickled in sake lees as the main meal and a dessert prepared 

with special mirin made by Toshimaya Corporation, the only brewery making it 

in Tokyo. 

 

 

3. A sake tasting lesson to expand the ways in which sake can be enjoyed 

A sake tasting lesson will be held by Dmitry Bulakh, a Russian sake sommelier 

who was fascinated by sake and won third place in World Sake Sommelier 

Competition. Dmitry, who is suggesting a new way to enjoy sake with a unique 

sensibility beyond the traditional concept of sake, will teach the guests about 

the basic knowledge of sake, such as its origins and brewing method, and its 

diverse appeal, which continues to evolve with the times. In the second half of 

the lesson, several types of sake from Toshimaya Corporation will be prepared, 

and guests will be taught about how to taste sake and how its flavor changes 

depending on the temperature. 
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An example of a stay schedule 

 

< First day > 

15:00 Check-in 

     A welcome drink with sake 

16:00 Warm up your body in a sake bath 

17:00 Learn about the basic knowledge of sake and try a drinking comparison at a sake tasting lesson 

19:00 Enjoy sake with an anglerfish hot-pot meal 

 

< Second day > 

09:00 Enjoy a special breakfast made using sake lees and mirin 

12:00 Check-out 

 

 

 

”Tokyo SAKE Stay” at a glance  

■ Dates: December 1st, 2019 - February 29th, 2020 

■ Fee: 68,000 yen for 1 person, 80,000 yen for 2 people (tax / service fee excluded, room excluded) 

■ Booking: Book through the official site no later than 14 days before the date of the retreat 

■ Includes: A welcome drink, sake bath, sake tasting lesson, dinner (anglerfish hot-pot, sake), special 

breakfast 

■ Capacity: 1 group per day (1~2 people) 

■ Who can participate: Hotel guests exclusive 

■ Notes: The contents and the ingredients of the dishes may be partially changed depending on the 

stocking situation. 

 

 

For inquiries about this press release, 

contact Hoshino Resorts PR at: 

E-mail:global@hoshinoresort.com 

 


